LITTLE UGLY DUCK BSC:
LP BURNT, REWARDS FOR HOLDING, BURNT SUPPLY

Little Ugly Duck adheres to the principles of being a decentralized frictionless yield-generation token.
The token has a locked liquidity which is set to a dead wallet which means your investments are safe. A
self-staking-staking direct distribution protocol has been put in place which results in problem free
transactions while generating yield for all holders.

Little Ugly Duck token would work as a utility token at the Ugly Duck Finance platform and would be
used for:
•
•
•
•

Online Classes at Victoria College, Lahore Pakistan.
Payments for Career counselling services could be made through the token.
Payments for getting enrolled at top institution around the world would be made through the
token in not-so-distant future.
Charity donations would be accepted through the Little Ugly Duck tokens.

Background:
Little Ugly Duck was a fair launch by a Pakistani Developer on the 7th of June 2021. Ever since the Token
came into existence the team has been growing, it has been a perfect blend in every way, some of the
most dynamic people from the investors to the tech team to the people handling daily administrational
affairs are all a part of the Little Ugly Duck Team.
Little Ugly Duck is a community driven token, the holders will always have a say in what we aim to do,
the charities that would benefit from the prospective donations would be decided via fair an open poll
for all the holders. Regardless the number of tokens they are holding. Secondly, we aim to develop an
App the likes Dex.Guru and poocoin.app for statistical analysis of all types of cryptos out there and the
features and layouts would be decided by an open poll.

The Automatic Liquidity Pool:
The Liquidity is added automatically to the liquidity pool (Most of the Community-Driven Projects follow
the same Principles). There is a charge of 10 % on every transaction including buying, Selling or a
transfer between the wallets. A portion of the fee charged is added to the liquidity pool, while
reflections and burned tokens make up for the rest of the tokens charged.
The concepts installed at Little Ugly Duck are placed keeping the long-term goals in mind, we want to
retain holders for long and adding reflections to their wallets just for holding the token is one way of
doing that.

Safety:
Little Ugly Duck believes that transparency should be at the heart of every transaction, for this very
reason we had a fair launch, and no presales were offered. The Liquidity pool has been locked and burnt
(set to a dead wallet) so the team cannot access it. The token is a community driven project and values
transparency above everything, we would always be there to answer any questions that holders might
have. Crypto in general has been manipulated by whales for a long time, we at Little Ugly Duck believe
that our community can stop these whales from manipulating our token by purchasing when they dump
and force them to buy at a higher price which they generally do not. To ensure the longevity of the
project we have locked the liquidity and burnt it so that any potential concerns can be answered
comprehensively.

Tokenomics
Total Supply: 10,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000
Initial Supply Burn: 126,262,630,000,000,000,000,000
Fair Launch Supply: 480,769,230,000,000,000,000,000
Little Ugly Duck was launched with a relatively high supply and a Low liquidity to avoid any big whales
buying majority of the supply, which makes our product unique and one of the very few tokens with
little to no whales.
We at Little Ugly Duck value our holders and we made sure that they are rewarded for holding. A total
of 10% fee is charged on every transaction and the collected amount is redistributed accordingly:
Burnt: 2.00 % of the collected tokens are sent to a dead wallet.
Added to liquidity: 4% is sent to the liquidity.
Reflections: 4% are added as reflections to wallets of all the holders.

